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Hello Atlassers!
We hope this update finds everyone well and enjoying the first few weeks of
the peak Atlassing period. It’s hard to believe that there is just two weeks
left of the point count portion of the season, which wraps up on July 7th.
Despite all of the wind we’ve had in June, we at the Atlas office have still
managed to spend much of the point count season out and about collecting
data. We were able to hire on a technician to help with point counts in
Region 5 which has been a big help for increasing coverage in that area. A
week of training around Leader with plentiful pronghorn, Ferruginous
Hawks, and Long-billed Curlews was a treat for all. As we write this, we are
heading south to drop off Kiel and a volunteer on the South Saskatchewan
River for a week’s worth of point counts in some under-surveyed habitats.
Who knows what bird treasures they’ll find.
The biggest COVID-related challenge we’ve encountered in our pursuit of
birds has been finding places to camp. While open to Saskatchewan
residents, many parks and campgrounds are not opening washrooms and
are therefore only open to folks with RVs—best to phone ahead, even if you
were able to reserve online!
On the days back in the city it’s been incredible to see how much data is
pouring in on a daily basis. Since the point count season started, Atlassers
have uploaded nearly 1,400 point counts! If this keeps up we’ll be in good
shape for the final 2021 season.
Whatever your plans for the 2020 season, we hope
everyone is able to get outdoors and enjoy the warm
summer months!

Progress to date
Checklists

18,176

Registered Participants

465

Atlas squares with data

2,373

Records

249,981

Breeding species
Hours of atlassing

271
12,155

Point counts

9,700

Bio-acoustic point

1,305

Current as of June 22, 2020

Don’t delay, enter
your data today!
A publication of
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Important Dates

Janine McManus and LeeAnn Latremouille
early season atlassing on a human-powered
big day (116 species seen!). Moriah Tanguay

28 May

Peak atlassing season and point counts begin.

7 July

Point count season ends.

15 August

Peak atlassing season ends.

Year-round Data entry is open year-round. Data from
past seasons are accepted!
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What Atlas Square am I In?
There are a few ways for you to know what Atlas Square you are in or plan to be in!
1.

Plan Ahead! Use features on the Atlas website before heading out such as
the Coverage Map, Atlas Square Resources, or visit the Downloadable Maps
page to get KMZ files which you can view in Google Earth (free).

2.

Handheld GPS Unit set to UTM. If you have a handheld GPS unit set to
display coordinates in the UTM format. Use the UTM Zone and the 10,000th
place digit of the coordinates to get most of the square number. In the
example on the side bar, the atlas square is known to be 13U_ _87. The
missing block designation can be filled in later by using the tools in Point 1.

3.

Smartphone and Google Earth. Download the Google Earth app onto your
smartphone and visit the Downloadable Maps page to get KMZ files. You
may be prompted to open the file directly or you may have to save the files
to your phone or a cloud service like iCloud or Google Drive, then import the
file into “My Places” or “Projects” depending on the version you have.
NOTE: You will need a data plan.

4.

Smartphone and a GPS app displaying MGRS coordinates. Free apps exist
that can display the Military Grid Reference System, making it quick to see
which atlas square you are in. This system is based on the same UTM grid
used for the atlas but also incorporates the block designations. As in the
example in the sidebar, use the UTM zone and block designation, along with
the first digit of the coordinates (same 10,000th place as reading the UTM
coordinates on a GPS unit). A few examples of smartphone apps with MGRS
readouts include: My GPS Coordinates, MGRS & UTM Map, Coordinates GPS Formatter. NOTE you will need a data plan

2. Example of how to determine most of
the atlas square using a handheld GPS
unit set to display UTM coordinates. In
this case the square number is
13U_ _87.

4. Example of how to read the MGRS
coordinates to determine the atlas
square. In this case the atlas square is
13UCT87.
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How to Tell What’s Already Been Done - and What Hasn’t!
As the Atlases progresses, it becomes increasingly important to check on what may already be accomplished in an atlas square
before heading out. Avoiding the duplication of effort helps to maximize the hard work of everyone involved, especially that of our
volunteers! There are three easy ways to avoid duplicating effort:
1.

Check online to see what’s already been done. The following resources update in real time and are a great
way to get a handle on current coverage.
Coverage Map
Coverage Map – The coverage map can display hours,
point counts, and species totals, along with
priority designations and square assignments.
Clicking on a square brings up details about the
effort in the square and clicking on the square
number brings you to the Square Summary Sheet.

Atlas Square Resources – Use this page to zoom in
on a particular square and see on a map which
point counts have been done. You can also
download point count coordinates and open
the Square Summary Sheet.

Square Summary Sheet – This sheet lists
information about the species detected in the
square and which point counts have been
completed. The highest breeding evidence code
for each species is shown along with the percent
of squares in the region reporting that species.
Underlined species have been reported in over
50% of other squares in the region and should be
searched for in the square. The species lists may
give clues as to which habitats require more effort.
2.

Contact your Regional Coordinator. Regional
Coordinators are your go-to source for information
about square assignments, effort gaps, and point count
coverage. It’s a good idea to keep them in the loop about
where you plan to atlas so they can avoid sending
someone to the same location.

3.

Enter your data as soon as possible! Many of the
resources update in real-time and are used extensively

Atlas Square Resources

Square Summary Sheet
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Tax Receipts for Atlassing
Expenses

Fundraising Reminder

Bird s Canada is able to offer tax receipts
for donations through a ‘cheque
exchange’ via cheque, electronic money
transfer, or credit card. Volunteer
participants can record their mileage
and keep receipts for other expenses
(e.g. food, accommodation), complete
an application form, and mail it along
with a cheque to the Atlas Office.
Applications must be received by 1
December for the year in which
expenses occurred. Visit the Atlas Travel
Support page on the website for the
new 2020 forms and further details.

We express our gratitude to our
supporters as we head into the exciting
part of the year for the Saskatchewan Breeding Bird Atlas. Without
the generous contributions of our supporters and volunteers, this
project would not be possible.

Contact us
306-249-2894
1-844-369-2894 (toll-free)
skatlas@birdscanada.org
sk.birdatlas.ca

A Breeding Bird Atlas requires considerable financial and logistical
support and we greatly appreciate the contributions made by the
members of both the public and private sector. Fundraising for the
project is an ongoing effort, and we still need help covering the bills
to ensure that coverage targets are met, especially in northern
portions of the province where logistics pose additional challenges.
Donations of any size by businesses and individuals are welcomed, so
please consider joining our proud list of supporters today!

Veuillez contacter le Bureau de l'Atlas si vous souhaitez recevoir ce document en français.

Supporters

Partner Organizations
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